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Amazon S3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 30 hands-on recipes that will get you up and running with Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to store, manage, and access your data with AWS SDKs
	
		Study the Amazon S3 pricing model and learn how to calculate costs by simulating practical...
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Principles of Data Mining (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2001

	The growing interest in data mining is motivated by a common problem across disciplines: how does one store, access, model, and ultimately describe and understand very large data sets? Historically, different aspects of data mining have been addressed independently by different disciplines. This is the first truly...
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Developing Effective Engineering Leadership (IEE Management of Technology Series, 21)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2003
Engineering companies and other organizations face many serious challenges in the 21st Century. One that is now becoming widely recognized is the loss of corporate knowledge through staff turnover, whether it is natural or forced through downsizing or de-layering. The company’s store of knowledge and expertise is an asset built up through...
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iPhone and iPad Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your iPhone and iPad Apps (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	Over the past three years, I have witnessed something


	remarkable as iPhone and iPad developers have created

	and posted apps to Apple’s App Store at a breathtaking

	pace. The App Store has swelled to more than 400,000

	apps and still shows no signs of abating. The gold rush to

	sell iPhone and...
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Access 2013 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Get started with the new Access 2013 with this impressive all-in-one reference!


	Microsoft Access allows you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new release enables you to build even more powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources. This compilation of nine...
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OCA Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I: A Real World Certification Guide (1ZO-051)Packt Publishing, 2011

	The Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam is the first stepping stone in getting the Oracle Certified Associate Certification for Oracle Database 11g. The SQL programming language is used in every major relational database today and understanding the real world application of it is the key to becoming a successful DBA.


	This...
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Handbook of Global Logistics: Transportation in International Supply ChainsSpringer, 2012

	Global logistics entails tradeoffs in facility location, distribution networks, the routing and scheduling of deliveries by different modes of travel (e.g., air, water, truck, rail), procurement, and the overall management of international supply chains. In an increasingly global economy, then, logistics has become a very important matter in...
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Idea to iPhone: The essential guide to creating your first app for the iPhone and iPadJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Learn to build apps from scratch without any programming experience!


	Do you have a great idea for an app but have no idea where to begin? Then this is the book for you. Even if you have no programming experience, this easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide teaches you exactly what you need to know to bring your app idea to life...
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Web Development Solutions: Ajax, APIs, Libraries, and Hosted Services Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
As a web user, you'll no doubt have noticed some of the breathtaking applications available in today's modern web, such as Google Maps and Flickrdesktop applications than the old style web sites you are used to. You've probably also wished that you could create such things, and then thought "nahhh, I'd need to know a lot of complicated code to...
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SQL Server 2008 Transact-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 Transact–SQL Recipes: A Problem–Solution Approach is an example–based guide to the Transact–SQL language that is at the core of SQL Server 2008. Learn to create databases, insert and update data, generate reports, secure your data, and more. Author Joseph Sack takes common...
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Moving Media Storage Technologies: Applications & Workflows for Video and Media Server PlatformsFocal Press, 2011

	Storage technologies have fundamentally changed the landscape
	of digital media in a profound way. Gone are the days of using
	a single hard disk drive on a workstation as the sole means to
	store digital content. Nearly vanished is the practice of capturing
	video and audio only on videotape. The practice of transferring
	videotape...
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Learning Swift: Building Apps for macOS, iOS, and BeyondO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Get valuable hands-on experience with Swift, the open source programming language developed by Apple. With this practical guide, skilled programmers with little or no knowledge of Apple development will learn how to code with the latest version of Swift by developing a working iOS app from start to finish.

	
		You’ll...
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